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358 vehicles 
(at peak) operating on  

over 146 routes

1197 staff 
at 4 depots, 3 sub depots and  

8 outstations

£13 million  
investment in 34 buses for 

Exeter, Exmouth & Torbay, 27 
buses for Plymouth and 8 coaches 

for the South West Falcon

32.1 million  
passengers 
were carried on Stagecoach South 
West services

17.94 million  
miles were operated 
within the South West across 
Devon and into Somerset and 
Cornwall

99.7 %  
service reliability  
and 96 % service punctuality

Key Facts



About us
Stagecoach South West provides local bus services across Devon and into Cornwall and 
Somerset. Our aim is to provide safe, reliable, punctual, clean and comfortable services with 
a good value for money range of  tickets and fares. This annual report covers the year from 
May 2015 to April 2016.

Our passengers
We carried a total of  32.1 million passengers over the year, an increase of  6.7% over the 
previous year. 

We received a total of  3,338 passenger complaints about our services. That equates to one 
complaint per 9,632 passengers. We comply with our industry code of  practice, and every 
complaint is investigated and action taken to avoid repetition of  the problem.

Our services
We operated a total of  17.94 million miles over the year, an increase of  8.31% over the 
previous year. This increase follows the opening of  a new depot in Plymouth in September 
2015 and the introduction of  the South West Falcon, our coach service connecting the South 
West with Bristol Airport and Bristol in February 2016.

Our key measure of  performance is the reliability and punctuality of  our services. In the past 
year, we operated 99.7% of our scheduled services, with 0.16% failure due to internal reasons 
and 0.18% due to external reasons such as congestion or diversions. We monitor our services 
for punctuality and 96% of our services operated within 5 minutes of  their scheduled time, 
traffic congestion again being the main reason for delay. We continue to seek improvements 
both through rescheduling services and in discussions with our local highway authorities.

Our staff
We are a major South West employer with 
983 drivers, 146 engineers and cleaners, and 68 
supervisors, managers and administration staff, all 
of  whom are based locally. 

We have continued to invest in training all our 
staff. All of  our drivers have completed the first 
five stages of  their Certificate of  Professional 
Competence (CPC). Our engineers are all 
skilled workers and we employ 5 apprentices to 
provide skills for the future. Our supervisors and 
managers have all completed relevant training 
courses for their various professions.

Operational performance statistics

99.7%
of all scheduled
services operated.



Our fares
We increased fares once during the year, by an 
average of 1.3%. The increase reflects rising costs 
in pay, fuel and insurance and reduced public sector 
investment. It also helps us to provide further 
investment in new vehicles, plant and equipment. 

The relatively low level of  this year’s increase 
reflected the reduction in consumer fuel 
prices and includes many fares being frozen, 
particularly in Torbay.

Our fleet
We operate a fleet of  409 buses and coaches 
and invested just under £13 million in new 
vehicles across the year. We replaced 34 of  our 
existing fleet, representing a total investment 
of  £5.4 million. 18 buses were bought for 
routes E and F1/F2 in Exeter; 10 ‘Gold’ buses 
replaced the route 57 fleet connecting Exeter 
with Exmouth; 1 additional ‘Gold’ bus allowed 
our X46 route, connecting Torquay and Exeter 
to be upgraded to Gold specification and 5 new 
double deckers upgraded the Red Park & Ride. 
All of  these buses are fitted with WiFi and the 
Gold buses also have USB charging points.

We also purchased 27 new buses for our 
Plymouth operation, covering the Park & Ride, 
route 1/X1 and route 3 at a total cost of  £5 
million. All have Euro 6 engines, and the Park 
& Ride double deckers are our first to feature 
start-stop technology. The majority of  these are 
fitted with free WiFi. 8 vehicles that are just 1 
year old were also introduced for route 2.

The launch of  the South West Falcon resulted in 
the purchase of  8 Plaxton Elite coaches at a total 
investment of  £2.5 million.

All of  our vehicles are inspected by our 
engineers at least every 3 weeks, and 
maintained to much higher standards than the 
legal minimum to ensure safety and comfort. 
Every vehicle is cleaned daily and the average 
age of  our vehicles is 6.5 years old.

99.7%
of all scheduled
services operated.

Our environment
We used 10.5 million gallons of  diesel last 
year, at an average of  7.78 miles per gallon. 
We are working to improve fuel consumption 
through technical measures, and all our drivers 
have completed a safe and fuel-efficient driving 
course. 

‘Ecodriver’ is installed on all of  our vehicles, 
providing drivers with real-time feedback on 
their driving style, reducing accidents and 
improving fuel consumption. Our buses also 
have an Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) 
system on board which allows us to  
manage our services more effectively on  
a day-to-day basis.

All our fleet runs on low sulphur diesel, with a 
high-tech additive, Envirox, to reduce pollution 
and improve fuel consumption. Vehicle engines 
must meet increasingly higher Euro standards 
of  exhaust emissions. 100% of  our fleet now 
meets at least the Euro 3 standard and, out of  
that, 62% is Euro5 or above.

We recycle most of our waste, such as litter, used 
oils, filters, batteries, parts, etc. We also recycle 
the water we use to wash our vehicles every night.



Our achievements
This year saw some significant changes in our South West 
operations, with the acquisition of  certain assets from First in 
Plymouth and South Devon and the launch of  our long-distance 
coach service, the South West Falcon. 

Our new Plymouth network launched in September, with a focus 
on a strong, stable core set of  routes that provide cross-city urban 
links, park & ride, and key inter-urban services to Tavistock and 
Dartmouth supplementing our existing routes to Ivybridge, Torbay 
and Exeter. This was backed up in January with the delivery of  27 
new buses, 10 of  which are dedicated to the Park & Ride.

February saw the launch of  the South West Falcon coach service, 
connecting Devon and Somerset with Bristol Airport and Bristol 
City Centre. 8 Plaxton Elite coaches operate on the route and all 
feature a distinctive, stylish livery designed in partnership with Best 
Impressions. The Falcon operates 24/7 and has rapidly established 
itself  as a popular way to travel across the South West.

Outside of  Plymouth, we invested in 18 new buses for our Exeter 
E, F1/F2 routes, 10 new buses for our Exeter to Exmouth 57 
service, upgrading it to a ‘Gold’ route, 1 bus for the X46 Torquay to 
Exeter route and 5 buses for the Honiton Road Park and Ride. We 
also took the opportunity to refresh the looks of  the Matford and 
Sowton Park & Ride fleets.

The opening of  the South Devon Link Road in December had 
an immediate and positive effect on the reliability of  our Torbay 
network, allowing us to upgrade our X46 route to our third ‘Gold’ 
route, making it an even more attractive way to commute between 
Torbay and Exeter. 

As part of  Stagecoach’s digital strategy, this year also saw the launch 
of  a brand new website. The site is fully optimised for mobile 
devices and also provides real time tracking of  buses, using our AVL 
system.

And last, but not least, we won Large Bus Operator of  the Year at 
the Route One Awards. Commenting on our win, judges praised 
our record of  growth and investment, saying, “Competition in 
this category is more intensive than ever, proving that examples 
of  excellence in the UK bus industry are widespread… it all boils 
down to important measures of  passenger growth and passenger 
satisfaction, which our winner recognises is best achieved through 
being in tune with the market.”

 



Exeter 01392 42 77 11

Torbay 01803 66 45 00

Barnstaple 01271 32 90 89

Plymouth 01752 49 52 00

disability helpline  01392 88 97 49

customer services 
Stagecoach South West 
Belgrave Road  Exeter EX1 2LB 
southwest.enquiries@stagecoachbus.com 
stagecoachbus.com 

@stagecoachsw

want to check times & fares?
Sometimes we need to update our times & fares. If you haven’t used our 
buses for a while, just phone to check this leaflet is up to date and then 
we’ll send you a new one if necessary. 

what to do if things go wrong
We do our best to meet your expectations, but occasionally things 
go wrong.  If you feel we have failed you in some way please tell us 
about it by contacting customer services at the address above. If you’re 
unhappy with our response, this is the independent body that will review 
complaints:  Bus Users UK Terminal House Shepperton TW17 8AS

train information 08457 48 49 50

bus times

Calls cost 12p per minute 
plus your phone company’s 
access charge

All information correct at time going to press (August 2016).
Liable to change without notice.
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